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In the supplementary material, we present the summary of existing synthetic datasets (Section A),
the dataset annotation procedure (Section B), sources of datasets and DA method (Section C and
Section D), as well as discussion and future work (Section E).

A SUMMARY OF EXISTING SYNTHETIC DATASETS

Table 1 presents some synthetic datasets published in recent years, designed for various purposes.
This indicates synthetic data has emerged as a powerful tool, offering flexibility in data design and
addressing challenges related to data scarcity and privacy concerns. In line with this, our research
endeavors to push the boundaries of synthetic data in the field of object re-identification.

Table 1: Example synthetic datasets released in recent years.

name task data format engine

SOMAset (Barbosa et al., 2018) person re-ID image Unreal

SyRI (Bak et al., 2018) person re-ID image Blender

PersonX (Sun & Zheng, 2019) person re-ID image/model Unity

RandPerson (Wang et al., 2020) person re-ID image/video Unity

UnrealPerson (Zhang et al., 2021) person re-ID image Unreal

ClonedPerson (Wang et al., 2022) person re-ID image/model Unity

WePerson (Li et al., 2021) person re-ID image/model Script Hook V
GPR (Xiang et al., 2020) person re-ID image GTA V

VehicleX (Yao et al., 2020) vehicle re-ID image/model Unity

PAMTRI (Tang et al., 2019) vehicle re-ID image Unreal

SYNTHIA (Ros et al., 2016) segmentation image Unity

GTA5 (Richter et al., 2016) segmentation image GTA V

SceneX (Xue et al., 2021) segmentation image/model Unity

SAIL-VOS (Hu et al., 2019) segmentation image/video GTA V

GCC (Wang et al., 2019) crow counting image GTA V

G2D (Doan et al., 2018) SfM image/engine GTA V

SDR (Prakash et al., 2019) car detection image/model Unreal

CARLA (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017) depth estimation & segmentation image/model Unreal

Sim4CV (Mueller et al., 2017) navigation & tracking image/model Unreal

Virtual KITTI (Gaidon et al., 2016) object tracking & detection & segmentation image/video Unity

synthetic2real (Peng et al., 2018) classification & detection image CAD

VisDA (Peng et al., 2017) classification & segmentation image CAD & GTA V

AI2-THOR (Kolve et al., 2017) navigation & image & model Unity

RoboTHOR (Deitke et al., 2020) navigation & tracking image Unity

Meta-Sim (Kar et al., 2019) car detection image Unreal

SVIRO (Cruz et al., 2020) interior vehicle & sensing image Blender

MultiviewX (Hou et al., 2020) multi-view & detection image Unity
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GUI for AlicePerson

GUI for AliceVehicle

Figure 1: Graphical user interface (GUI) used in our annotation process. AlicePerson (Top) and
AliceVehicle (Bottom). Annotators work together according to the time of video recording. Each
annotator is in charge of 1-2 cameras, looking for the same ID together.

B DATA ANNOTATION

Figure 1 displays the GUI, where Top and Bottom are examples for annotating different datasets.
Annotators collaborate based on the video recording timestamps. Each annotator oversees 1-2
cameras, collectively identifying individuals with the same ID. After annotation, we conducted
multiple rounds of checks on the data to ensure the accuracy of annotation. Our data is annotated
by a data annotation company, which has a legitimate business license and meets the government’s
required wage levels (24 AUD / Hour).

Test set statistics are shown in Fig. 2. For AlicePerson, we can observe that the 4th camera captures
a larger number of unique IDs compared to the other cameras from A of Fig. 2. Additionally, it is
noticeable that most IDs appear in 4 or 3 cameras. For AliceVehicle, each camera includes about
300-800 images, and most IDs appear in 4 - 6 cameras. In the test set, we do not have ID only appears
in one camera except for person on distractor images.

C LINKS TO DATASETS

We make the real data we collected for Alice benchmarks publicly available on the links below:

Alice-train: https://drive.google.com/file/d/19sQdxFwF9LTmK8BjhINjWvp8o-UwjnRc/view?usp=sharing

Alice-validation-test: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SAlSwfxUZ0QQCkja5BuBbVk6x0gOnkSh/view?usp=drive_

link
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Figure 2: Statistics of the AlicePerson/AliceVehicle test sets. A and C: For each camera of AlicePer-
son and AliceVehicle, we display the number of images and object IDs that have appeared in that
camera. C and D: For each ID of AlicePerson and AliceVehicle, we show the number of images and
how many cameras the ID appeared. Note that the number of IDs in the test set is hidden for online
evaluation. # is the notation of “the number of”.

The synthetic data we reused is also available on these links:

PersonX: https://github.com/sxzrt/Instructions-of-the-PersonX-dataset

VehicleX: https://github.com/yorkeyao/VehicleX

D SOURCE CODE OF DA METHODS

Attr. desc.: https://github.com/yorkeyao/VehicleX

IDE: https://github.com/layumi/Person_reID_baseline_pytorch

PCB: https://github.com/layumi/Person_reID_baseline_pytorch

CycleGAN and SPGAN: https://github.com/Simon4Yan/eSPGAN

PUL: https://github.com/hehefan/Unsupervised-Person-Re-identification-Clustering-and-Fine-tuning

ECN: https://github.com/zhunzhong07/ECN

UDA: https://github.com/open-mmlab/OpenUnReID

MMT: https://github.com/open-mmlab/OpenUnReID

E DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This section will further discuss open questions, challenges and interesting research problems for
future investigations.

Understanding the domain gap between the synthetic and the real. The domain gap is usually
studied with real-world datasets. For example, Torralba et al. (Torralba & Efros, 2011) analyze
and summarize different types of domain bias, such as the selection bias (different collection sites,
websites, etc.) and the caption bias (different viewpoints, resolutions ,etc.). In the context of “synthetic
to real", the domain gap may be different from that in “real to real" DA. For example, the difference
between 3D object models and real-world objects may create a domain gap that does not occur under
the “real to real” setting. It is still largely unknown whether existing “real to real” DA methods can
handle such new problems.

Also, simulated data has lower diversity than real-world data in complex environments. However,
given that synthetic data can be simulated in large amounts, would it compensate for its lower data
diversity? In this regard, an interesting question would be whether synthetic data makes an inferior
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Table 2: FID values between target dataset and synthetic data with (Attr. desc ) and without (Random)
content-level domain adaptation.

Target datasets Random Attr. desc
Market-1501 104.78 83.24
AlicePerson 134.00 121.75
VeRi-776 80.22 57.45
AliceVehicle 78.05 56.07

source domain to real data. In other words, given the same target domain, which should we choose as
a source: real data or editable synthetic data?

Designing “synthetic to synthetic” DA evaluation protocols for comprehensive evaluation of
DA methods, dissecting the domain gap and providing references for “real to real" DA. The
evaluation and understanding of DA methods are limited by the scale and variation of both the
source and the target data. This problem can be overcome by controllable and customizable synthetic
data. For example, we can generate source and target data with similar styles but very different
content distributions for semantic segmentation. Conversely, we can synthesize data with similar
content distributions but very different styles. With various data settings, we can conduct well-
directed and comprehensive evaluations of domain adaptation methods, which will also be helpful for
understanding the domain gap.

On the other hand, although quantitatively defining the domain gap caused by changes in various
visual factors is rather infeasible, it is possible to analyze the domain gap in a higher capacity by
using synthetic data. For example, the illumination of source data can be gradually changed for a
fixed target set to analyze the influence of illumination differences on domain adaptation. Similarly,
we can study the relative changes of various visual factors between the source and target domain,
which may bring us a better and deeper understanding of the domain gap.

Need for new pseudo-label methods for object re-ID under more realistic settings. The object
re-ID results in Tables 3 and 4 show that state-of-the-art pseudo-label methods, such as MMT,
demonstrate high performance when using the Market-1501 and VeRi-776 as target sets, but do
not work well on the Alice benchmarks (refer to Section 6.3). Given the decreased performance of
pseudo-label methods, we should rethink the clustering strategies used for more realistic target sets.
It would be interesting to study how to better leverage the camera style of the target set to assist with
data clustering. Adopting this strategy, ECN yields the highest results for AlicePerson (Table 3).

New strategies to effectively use synthetic data to bridge the gap with the real world. This
paper discusses several existing strategies such as pixel DA and the relatively new content DA. For
the latter, there are still many open questions, e.g., the design of new similarity measurements for
distributions apart from the FID score used in (Yao et al., 2020) (Table 2 shows some results of the
FID values). Moreover, the characteristics of a good training set are still largely unknown. In this
regard, having a smaller domain gap between training and testing sets might not be the only objective.
Other indicators such as appearance diversity or even noise are worth investigating. Furthermore,
a variety of annotation types can be obtained from synthetic data, such as pixel-level semantics,
bounding boxes and depth. These annotations may facilitate research in multi-task learning, which
would also potentially improve real-world performance. In addition, it is an interesting task to explore
how to combine simulation 3D models and real images in learning.

Can we finally get rid of real-world data when proposing new models? While state-of-the-art
techniques in computer vision have been developed on real-world datasets, it would be interesting
to study whether we can resort to pure synthetic data (training + testing) in model development,
underpinned by the increasing ethics concerns in artificial intelligence (AI). Several challenges
are yet to be resolved. Firstly, diverse, complex, and realistic synthetic data needs to be created.
Secondly, it is necessary to confirm that training and testing on synthetic data are analogous to
real-world performance. Thirdly, we need to explore the optimum composition of test data so as
to comprehensively evaluate model performance. Apart from these challenges, there are many
task-specific problems to be considered. At this point, it has not been determined how real-world
test data can be replaced with synthetic data, but we will consider this to be an option with future
higher-fidelity data generators and stronger theoretical support.
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What is the relationship between the synthetic scene creator’s control and its influence on the
content gap with real-world data? Initially, human intervention in adjusting the content of simulated
scenes can effectively minimize the content gap by exerting control over various factors, such as
lighting conditions, object placement, and background variations. However, there are significant
limitations, including the high cost associated with generating large-scale datasets. This constraint is a
key driver behind the research community’s exploration of machine-learning methods for automating
content gap reduction.

Furthermore, content-level domain adaptation (DA) operates in a manner akin to manual control
of visual attributes within scenes, although it remains far from perfect. This approach employs the
Frechet Inception Distance (FID) to evaluate the quality of synthetic data and subsequently adjusts
the parameters governing visual attributes in the simulation environment. This iterative process aims
to progressively diminish the content gap and enhance alignment between synthetic and real data
distributions.

We run experiments on a server that has 4 RTX-2080TI GPUs and a 16-core AMD Threadripper CPU
@ 3.5Ghz.
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